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Chapter 9

Conclusions & Future work

9.1 Introduction

This thesis has looked into what is a proper design methodology for both
workflow components and workflow topologies that supports the sharing of
software resources. In workflow design we have found the desirable proper-
ties of maximal simplicity, generality and consistency to be mutually exclu-
sive in the representation of a workflow. Furthermore we have found that
automatic workflow composition is not possible in the general case. We have
shown how abstraction and refinement play an important role in formal ap-
proaches to workflow design. The use of these notions requires the use of
a new formal approach. Based on the lessons learned from the two case
studies we presented an ideal workflow design method for data assimilation.
This method uses refinement of abstract workflow components to derive a
concrete computational workflow for data assimilation. This design method
can be used to offer data assimilation as a shared software resource. How-
ever current Scientific Workflow Management Systems do not have all the
features needed to actually support this design method and use it for the
implementation of a data assimilation workflow. This concluding chapter
starts with an overview of the original research performed for this thesis.
The results from the previous chapters will be shown as well as an overview
of the role of e-science in workflow and the current state of workflow in
e-science. The thesis ends with suggestions to improve workflow design in
e-science in the future.

9.2 Work Performed

In chapter 3 an extensive study of the formal representation of workflow
systems was presented. It identified and analyzed the formal aspects of the
workflow design problem. A lattice was derived, setup by the four most
extreme cases of workflow representation. Using this lattice it was proven
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132 CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

that maximal simplicity, generality and consistency are mutually exclusive
in workflow representation. A formal version of the general workflow design
problem was defined and we showed that this problem is undecidable for the
general case.

An extensive analysis of workflow formalisms and workflow systems was
given. In chapter 4 five formalisms were compared for reasoning about
workflow design within the design space setup by the lattice from chapter
3. While reasoning about workflow design in the past focused on expres-
siveness, we emphasized the importance of abstraction. An example of a
problem in which abstraction plays an important part is a workflow with
multiple models of execution. This problem occurs when using multiple
SWMS in one experiment. In the comparison we found constraint automata
to be a particularly suitable formalism for this kind of problem. A general
overview of available SWMS was given in chapter 5, while at the end of
chapter 8 features specific to implementing data assimilation in a SWMS
were provided, based on the previously given design method.

For chapter 7 experiments were setup and performed for real life data
assimilation applications. The bird migration case study was an early ex-
ploration in how data assimilation techniques could be used with an expert
based biological model describing behavior. The traffic prediction case study
presented a data assimilation approach to creating a traffic forecasting sys-
tem. These two case studies give insight in how two data assimilation tools,
the SOS toolkit and Captain toolbox, work in practice. Based on this ex-
perience and the theoretical design lessons from the first chapters in the
thesis an ideal workflow for data assimilation was designed. In chapter 8
this ideal workflow was presented and features needed to implement this
workflow were compared for existing SWMS.

9.3 Role of Workflow in e-Science

This thesis will not provide a design method for sharing resources in general.
Through the analysis of workflow design and its application to data assim-
ilation we have given an answer for one particular domain. From this one
domain lessons can be learned for workflow design methodology in general.

9.3.1 Resource Sharing

The benefit of e-Science and in fact a possible paradigm shift in science in
general lies in the increased area of the search space that can be covered
and the associated increase in the number of hypothesis that a scientist
can expect to test when conducting e-science experiments. This benefit can
only be obtained through the sharing of resources. In this thesis the focus
has been on the sharing of software components that are used in e-science
workflows. From the data assimilation case studies presented in chapter
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7 the need for resource sharing might not be immediately obvious. It is
clear however that the two case studies are from entirely different scientific
disciplines, yet they both center on the same type of computational tools.
If data assimilation tools are available as a shared resource they reduce the
development time needed to do experiments in any of the different scientific
fields that use them. Scientists can thus create more complex experiments
with the same effort and cover a wider search space when answering their
research questions. The downside of this approach is an increased reliance
on the work of others: when using a shared resource a scientist needs to
know he can trust its accuracy.

9.3.2 Dissemination and publishing

In the future publishing workflows and associated shared resources will be-
come at least as important as publishing papers. Workflow is an important
mechanism in the process of dissemination. Currently publishing scientific
papers is the main method for dissemination. If the adoption of e-Science
takes hold this may change. Within e-Science more than just results are
shared: in areas such as bio-informatics publishing workflows along with re-
sults is becoming a common practice. Currently shared (software) resources
and workflows are mainly published by the scientists themselves or the insti-
tutions they work for. The mechanism of peer review should not be limited
to scientific papers. To go someway towards resolving the issue of trust
shared resources and workflows could be a more substantial part of the peer
review process or be peer reviewed separately and published by independent
publishers.

9.3.3 Reproducibility

Workflows enable scientist to reproduce results, but this is not a trivial
matter. The provenance of a workflow needs to be recorded, both the data
provenance, which steps were taken to create a piece of data as well as pro-
cess provenance describing the manner in which processes interacted during
the execution of a workflow. A formal grounding for a workflows design
can more easily help to show that the recorded provenance is adequate for
reproduction.

9.3.4 Workflow design

Designing a workflow is analogous to formulating a hypothesis. In formu-
lating a hypothesis a scientist starts with a general requirement, a research
question, and moves to a precisely defined testable hypothesis. Workflow
design is similar in that it starts the general requirements of a workflow
which are then refined into an executable concrete design which can answer
(part of) a research question. The empirical cycle for e-science, as defined
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in chapter 2, shows how workflow design is one of the fundamental steps in
the scientific process as it is performed within e-Science.

9.4 Current state of Workflow in e-Science

This research in this thesis has touched upon many different aspects of
workflow in e-Science. In this section an overview is given of the current
state of workflow in e-Science and in particular the state of workflow design.

9.4.1 Workflow design

Workflow design as understood and supported in current workflow systems
[93, 72, 113, 96, 104, 87] is lagging behind established design methodologies
for related fields such as parallel computing. In workflow design many of
the same issues relating to both the control of processes and data flow exist
that have long been present in parallel computing. Yet a formal approach
to software design, as it exists in parallel computation to deal with these
issues, has not been adopted for workflow. Formalisms have been used for
automated checking of workflows[71, 84], to see whether the workflow is
grammatically correct and can finish. There are also workflow languages
for which a formal definition has been made[102, 47]. There is however no
support for designing workflows using a formal approach in current SWMS.

9.4.2 Formalisms for Workflow

The review of workflow formalisms in chapter 4 found that constraint
automata[39] was the most suited formalism for workflow design within the
workflow design lattice. However tools to support constraint automata, or
other formalisms for that matter, are not sufficient. The tools for con-
straint automata lack a stable user friendly GUI for composition. The code
generation that is possible from constraint automata does not have a sta-
ble implementation, and currently there are only a few standard workflow
patterns[98] available. Tools for other formalisms suffer from similar short-
comings. The theoretical aspect of the formalisms are well developed but
they are still lacking usability.

9.4.3 Scientific Workflow Management Systems

Current scientific workflow management systems all have some basic com-
mon features. They have a mechanism to define a workflow and to execute
it. There is a whole array of different additional features possible of which
each system has its own unique combination. This makes each system suit-
able only to a certain subset of e-Science applications. For instance Taverna
has features which focus on bio-informatics applications that need to search
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through large worldwide distributed data bases. The feature set of a system
such as Pegasus is very different, it is focussed on efficient grid scheduling of
computationally intensive jobs. This means there is no single system that
can be used for all e-Science applications. Furthermore a means of letting
multiple systems interact is needed for experiments that need the unique
features of more than one system.

9.4.4 Sharing of resources

From the research in this thesis it is difficult to make any general conclu-
sions on the current state of sharing resources. However we can look at the
software resources used in the case studies. In the analysis of the suitability
of current SWMS for implementing an ideal workflow for data assimilation,
where data assimilation is a shared resource, it became clear that none of the
current systems support all required features. In fact there is a clear trade
off between systems that support all provenance features on the one hand
and systems that support all expressiveness requirement on the other. As
expressiveness and especially the ability to support loops is the most critical
factor for actually being able to implement a data assimilation workflow,
support for provenance and thus reproducibility will be limited for current
data assimilation workflows.

Sharing data assimilation tools as a shared resource is not easy and it
is not likely it will be easier for other resources of similar complexity. Even
though none of the existing data assimilation toolkits[4, 67, 40, 53, 60, 128,
133], as presented in chapter 6 offer the support needed for being used as
an e-Science resource, we can still note some interesting facts about the way
they are published. The two data assimilation toolkits in the case studies
are very different in their approach to sharing.

The SOS toolkit[128] is supplied as is, with all source code provided but
no documentation other than associated scientific papers and comments in
the code. It is published on the personal web page of the author. The
Captain toolbox[133] on the other hand is closed source for the essential
algorithms and requires a license. In return the user gets an extensive man-
ual, tutorials as well as support from the developers. Between these two
approaches lies the entire spectrum of data assimilation toolkits which were
compared earlier.

One of the primary concerns when sharing resources is trust. In the case
of these toolkits the question is to what extend these tools offer the function-
ality their publisher advertises. In the case of a toolkit that is presented as
open source but without further support, functionality can theoretically be
checked and corrected by the end user. For a closed source licensed toolkit
this is not the case. If a shortcoming is suspected or detected the support
offered can correct this. However it is hard to judge the effectiveness of
either mechanism based on these two isolated cases.
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Ideally there should be a way to objectively find out the size of the user
community and how they rate the tools on key aspects to determine trust.
In the ideal workflow for data assimilation from chapter 8 it can be seen
that there is a large burden on the domain expert for creating a shared
resources that can be re-used effectively. This burden consists on the one
hand of (formally) checking whether the components in a shared resource
and associated workflow patterns are correct, and on the other of making
his expert knowledge explicit. This large burden is not directly justified by
the benefits the domain expert receives. Some form of funding for this work
needs to be found for instance if something should be published in a form
similar to the Captain toolbox. The National Centre for Text mining[34] in
the United Kingdom is a good example how the sharing of textmining tools
can be encouraged through a different way of funding research.

9.4.5 When to use an e-Science approach

The important consideration is to decide at what point an experiment is
performed in an e-science environment. There are four reasons to make
this decision. First, does a need for reuse exist at the time the experiment
is designed and performed? This can be the case when the experiment is
performed by multiple parties that need to cooperate and thus reuse each
others resources. Second, are there shared resources available in the e-science
environment which can be used in the experiment. Third, is there a case for
reuse of parts of the experiment in the future? This can be the case when
there are incentives or obligations to support a much larger user community.
A fourth reason is the need for sharing workflows and/or software resources
in the scientific review process and dissemination.

9.5 Future Work

9.5.1 Standardization

Workflow environments for e-science need standards. Currently every sci-
entific workflow management system has its own standard for describing a
workflow, usually XML based. Each of these systems have their own unique
features, but there is so much common ground that interoperability and shar-
ing between systems would be greatly enhanced by at least a standard for
the basics of workflow descriptions. This could come through the adaptation
of an industrial standard such as BPEL[35] an attempt to reach standards
for business process workflows. There are some efforts to support BPEL in
SWMS[61], but it is by no means a standard by which workflows can be
exchanged between different systems. Visual programming conventions in
workflow environments need to be established and implemented. Especially
in the area of control flow there are now many ad-hoc solutions while more
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commonly used visual programming languages such as visual C++ visual
basic etc. have shown that logical constructs exist that are well thought
through.

9.5.2 Connectivity

While common standards for workflow description and interaction would be
ideal it is not likely, that all needed standards will appear at once or for that
matter soon. A different solution is to accept the fact that there will not be
one single standard and that different workflow systems will keep evolving to
support specific types of experiment. Efforts such as the workflow bus [135]
first introduced in chapter 4 can provide a means to let different workflow
systems communicate without the need for multiple standards. Furthermore
connections made by the workflow bus are based upon Reo[19] which in turn
uses constraint automata as a formal basis. The workflow bus is thus very
expressive and can for instance be used to connect several instances of less
expressive workflow systems. In this way these combined workflow systems
can be made to perform experiments which they cannot define in their own
workflow languages. For instance, DAG based workflow systems can be
made to perform loops, and systems with little grid support can be made to
do job farming and parameter sweeps.

9.5.3 Data assimilation in SWMS

The research in this thesis does not include a data assimilation workflow im-
plemented in an SWMS. Before implementing this in future work there are a
few points to consider when doing this. First of all in cases where data assim-
ilation is used for prediction, as in weather prediction, the eventual outcome
is a production system that is constantly producing predictions within real
time constraints. These are not scientific experiments anymore and not very
well suited to implementation in a workflow management system. However
in choosing an estimator or during model development SWMS’s can have a
role to play. Currently parameter sweeps are used to find optimal starting
parameters for models, and job farming can be employed to try out many
different model and estimator combinations. At the moment these are done
as batch jobs without any possible interaction once the scientist has started
them. The expansion of an SWMS with computational steering capabilities
can be used to let the scientist interact in this process. Based on his expert
knowledge a scientist can often quite quickly judge which jobs are not going
to produce results and need to be stopped, just by looking at intermediate
results. Similarly a scientist can change parameters or even a model or esti-
mator in a running experiment based on his experience. Thus adding com-
putational steering can be of real benefit for data assimilation experiments,
and provide an additional reason to use SWMS. Computational steering can
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also be of benefit to other techniques that use job farming and/or parameter
sweep.

9.5.4 Formalisms

The tools associated with workflow formalisms need to become mature reli-
able and user friendly. In addition an analysis is needed of what the common
workflow patterns are in all of e-Science and what formal representations are
needed to express them all. Similar work has been done for business process
workflows[23]. Still it would be interesting to create a generalized formal
description of common e-Science workflows such as parameter sweeps and
job farming, and at the same time use the same formalism to describe the
capabilities of different SWMS. This can help scientists in choosing which
SWMS is suitable for their experiment based on the general e-Science work-
flow pattern they intend to use. Having these generalized workflow patterns
can also significantly increase the ease with which formal workflow analyses
can be done.


